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Abstract
The Fibonacci number F (G) of a graph G with vertex set V (G), is the total number of independent vertex sets S ⊂ V (G);
recall that a set S ⊂ V (G) is said to be independent whenever for every two different vertices u, v ∈ S there is no edge between
them. In general, the problem to find the Fibonacci number of a graph is NP-complete. Prodinger and Tichy proved that the
Fibonacci number of Pn , the path of order n is Fn+2, the n + 2-Fibonacci number; and the Fibonacci number of Cn , the cycle of
order n, is Ln , the n-Lucas number.
A circulant graph Cn(m1,m2,...,mr ) is a graph of order n with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and edge set E = {vi
vi+m j (mod n) : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}}, where r ∈ Z+. The values m j are the jump sizes. In this paper we only
deal with the circulant graphs of order n with r consecutive jumps 1, 2, . . . , r . Cn(1,2,...,r) is denoted by Cn[r ] .
We prove that the total number of independent vertex sets of the family of graphs Cn[r ] for all n ≥ r + 1, and for several
subgraphs of this family is completely determined by some sequences which are constructed recursively like the Fibonacci and
Lucas sequences, even more, these new sequences generalize the Fibonacci and Lucas sequences.
c⃝ 2015 Kalasalingam University. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Fibonacci numbers of graphs were introduced by H. Prodinger and R.F. Tichy in 1982 [1]. The total number of
independent sets in a graph has been studied by several authors; some results about Fibonacci numbers of trees can
be found in [2], and for unicyclic graphs in [3] and [4]. For some results about bounds of independent vertex sets in
graphs see [5], and for another general results about Fibonacci numbers of graphs see for example [6] and [7].
In 2000 Kwas´nik and Włoch [8] considered k-independent sets of vertices in graphs. Their principal purpose was
to find the total number of k-kernels of Pn and Cn which are specifically k-independent maximal vertex sets [8].
Independently, Morrison-Horton in 2007 [9] found the Fibonacci numbers of the r -powers of paths and cycles by
considering the Hopkins and Staton counting method [10].
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For another results about the Fibonacci numbers of graphs that are generalized Fibonacci numbers, see for
example [11,12] and [13] and for another application of this generalized Fibonacci sequences see for example [14].
To find the Fibonacci number of a graph G is not a trivial problem, however it is possible to determinate this
number if we know the Fibonacci numbers of some particular subgraphs of G.
Let IG be the set of all independent vertex subsets of G and v a vertex of G, consider the following sets, IG∈ the




is a partition of IG ,
then |IG | =
IG∈ + IG∉ . Observe that there is a bijection between IG∈ and IG−{v∪N (v)}, where G−{v∪N (v)} is the
graph obtained of G by deleting the vertex v and its neighbors set, the same way, there is a bijection between IG∉ and
IG−v , for this reason, if we know the Fibonacci numbers of the induced subgraphs of G, we can find the Fibonacci
number of G by this method, more precisely we will use the following known lemma. Henceforth we will denote by
F (G) the Fibonacci number of G.
Lemma 1. Let be G a graph and v a vertex of G, then
F (G) = F (G − v)+F (G − [N (v) ∪ {v}]).
Cn[r ] are graphs with a strong symmetrical structure, so we have some nice properties in this family of graphs; first,
observe that for all r ∈ Z+, Cn[r ] is complete whenever r + 1 ≤ n ≤ 2r ; is 2r -regular for all n ≥ 2r + 1 and not make
sense to talk about circulant graphs Cn[r ] for n < r + 1.
2. The Fibonacci numbers of Cn[3] and some of its subgraphs
In order to clarify the general proof, we will work the case r = 3. We start by defining some sequences for all
n ∈ Z+.
Definition 1. The recursive sequence Fn[3] is given by
Fn[3] =

n + 1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
Fn−1[3] + Fn−4[3] if n ≥ 5.
Definition 2. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, the recursive sequences Fkn[3] are given by:
Fkn[3] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + 4}.
Fn−k[3] + k Fn−(k+4)[3] if n ≥ k + 5.
Observe the following table:
Table 1
Fibonacci numbers of Cn[3] and some of its subgraphs.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 . . .
Fn[3] 2 3 4 5 7 10 14 19 26 36 50 69 . . .
F1n[3] 1 3 4 5 6 9 13 18 24 33 46 64 . . .
F2n[3] 1 1 4 5 6 7 11 16 22 29 40 56 . . .
F3n[3] 1 1 1 5 6 7 8 13 19 26 34 47 . . .
The sequences that we just described have a strong intrinsic relationship between one another under some
properties; consider the nth and (n + 4)th terms of the first sequence, note that their sum is just the (n + 5)th term of
the second sequence, there is Fn[3] + Fn+4[3] = F1n+5[3] , this for all n ∈ Z+, in the same way Fn[3] + F1n+5[3] = F2n+6[3]
and Fn[3] + F2n+6[3] = F3n+7[3] . Now we are going to prove that this property is true.
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Proposition 1. For all n ≥ k + 5, Fkn[3] = Fk−1n−1[3] + Fn−(k+4)[3] . Where Fk−1n[3] = Fn[3] if k = 1.
Proof. If k = 1.
Let n ≥ 6, then by definition
F1n[3] = Fn−1[3] + (1)Fn−5[3]
= F1−1n−1[3] + Fn−5[3] .
If k = 2.
Let n ≥ 7, by definition F2n[3] = Fn−2[3] + (2)Fn−6[3]
on the other hand, F1n−1[3] = Fn−2[3] + (1)F(n−1)−5[3] ,
then F1n−1[3] + Fn−6[3] = Fn−2[3] + 2Fn−6[3] = F2n[3] .
If k = 3.
Let n ≥ 8, F2n−1[3] = Fn−3[3] + 2F(n−1)−6[3] , then F2n−1[3] + Fn−7[3] = Fn−3[3] + 3Fn−7[3] = F3n[3] .
Therefore, the proposition is true for all 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. 
Sequences just defined determine the Fibonacci numbers of certain subgraphs of Cn[3] , which are obtained by the
partition of ICn[3] . Now, these subgraphs will be described.
Definition 3. We will denote by Pn[3] the graph defined as follows: Pn[3] is the graph of order n with vertex set
V (Pn[3]) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and edge set E(Pn[3]) = {vivi+ j : {i, i + j} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}}.
Definition 4. We will denote by P1n[3] the graph of order n with vertex set V (P
1
n[3]) = V (Pn[3]) and edge set
E(P1n[3]) = E(Pn[3]) ∪ {v1vn}.
Definition 5. We will denote by P2n[3] the graph of order n with vertex set V (P
2
n[3]) = V (Pn[3]) such that E(P2n[3]) =
E(Pn[3]) ∪ {v1vn, v1vn−1, v2vn}.
Theorem 1. F (Pn[3]) = Fn[3] , for all n ∈ Z+.
Proof. By induction on n.
If 1 ≤ n ≤ 4, then Pn[3] = Kn andF (Kn) = n + 1 = Fn[3] .
Suppose that the theorem is true for all 4 ≤ k < n.
Let Pn[3] , with n ≥ 5 and vn ∈ V (Pn[3]) the last vertex of Pn . Since F (Pn[3]) = F (Pn[3] − vn) + F (Pn[3] −[N (vn) ∪ {vn}]). Note that Pn[3] − vn = Pn−1[3] and Pn[3] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}] = Pn−4[3] .
Then, by inductive hypothesis F (Pn−1[3]) = Fn−1[3] and F (Pn−4[3]) = Fn−4[3] . Therefore F (Pn[3]) = Fn−1[3] +
Fn−4[3] = Fn[3] . 
Theorem 2. F (P1n[3]) = F1n[3] , for all n ≥ 2.
Proof. By induction on n.
If 2 ≤ n ≤ 5, then P1n[3] = Kn andF (Kn) = n + 1 = F1n[3] .
Suppose that the theorem is true for all k, 5 ≤ k < n.
Let P1n[3] , with n ≥ 6 and vn ∈ V (P1n[3]) the last vertex of Pn .
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Observe that P1n[3] − vn = Pn−1[3] and Pn[3] − [N (vn[3]) ∪ {vn}] = Pn−5[3] .
AsF (P1n[3]) = F (P1n[3] − vn)+F ((P1n[3])− [N (vn) ∪ {vn}]).
ThereforeF (P1n[3]) = Fn−1[3] + Fn−5[3] = F1n[3] . 
Theorem 3. F (Pn[3])
2 = F2n[3] , for all n ≥ 3.
Theorem 4. F (Cn[3]) = F3n[3] , for all n ≥ 4.
The proofs for P2n[3] and Cn[3] are analogous to the previous proofs. Using Lemma 1,F (P
2
n[3]) = F (P2n[3] − vn)+
F (P2n[3] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}]) and F (Cn[3]) = F (Cn[3] − vn) + F (Cn[3] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}]), and by Proposition 1,
F (T 2n[3]) = F1n−1[3] + Fn−6[3] = F2n[3] , andF (Cn[3]) = F2n−1[3] + Fn−7[3] = F3n[3] .
3. The general case
We want to give a generalization and the natural question is: What happens for all r ∈ Z+?
Table 2
Fibonacci numbers of Cn[2] and some of its subgraphs.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 . . .
Fn[2] 2 3 4 6 9 13 19 28 41 60 88 129 . . .
F1n[2] 1 3 4 5 8 12 17 25 37 54 79 116 . . .
F2n[2] 1 1 4 5 6 10 15 21 31 46 67 98 . . .
We compare the behavior of the sequences (see Table 1 and Table 2) for r = 2 and r = 3, and note that:
Fn[2] =

n + 1 if n ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Fn−1[2] + Fn−3[2] if n ≥ 4. & Fn[3] =

n + 1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
Fn−1[3] + Fn−4[3] if n ≥ 5.
And for r = 2, k = 1, 2 and r = 3, k = 1, 2, 3;
Fkn[2] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, k + 2, k + 3}.
Fn−k[2] + k Fn−(k+3)[2] if n ≥ k + 4.
& Fkn[3] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + 4}.
Fn−k[3] + k Fn−(k+4)[3] if n ≥ k + 5.
So, we give the following definitions.
Definition 6. Let r ∈ Z+, and 1 ≤ k ≤ r , we define recursively the following sequences:
Fn[r ] =

n + 1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , r + 1}.
Fn−1[r ] + Fn−(r+1)[r ] if n ≥ r + 2.
Fkn[r ] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , r + k + 1}.
Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] if n ≥ r + k + 2.
The following theorem extends the Proposition 1 for the general case.
Theorem 5. Let r ∈ Z+, and 1 ≤ k ≤ r , then
Fkn[r ] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , r + k + 1}.
Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] if n ≥ r + k + 2.
if and only if
Fkn[r ] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , r + k + 1}.
Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] if n ≥ r + k + 2.
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Proof. It is enough to show that:
Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] for all n ≥ r + k + 2.
We proceed by induction on k.
By Definition 6, Fkn[r ] = Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] .
If k = 1, then F1n[r ] = Fn−1[r ] + (1)Fn−(r+2)[r ] = F0n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+2)[r ] , the inductive hypothesis implies that the
result holds for all l, 1 ≤ l < k.
As n ≥ r + k + 2 then n − 1 ≥ r + k + 1 = r + (k − 1)+ 2.
Again, by Definition 6
Fk−1n−1[r ] = F(n−1)−(k−1)[r ] + (k − 1)F(n−1)−(r+(k−1)+1)[r ]
= Fn−k[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] .
So,
Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] = Fn−k[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] .
Now, suppose that Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] .
If k = 1, then
F1n[r ] = F0n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+2)[r ] = Fn−1[r ] + (1)Fn−(r+2)[r ] ,
and the result holds for all l, 1 ≤ l < k.
So,
Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= F(n−1)−(k−1)[r ] + (k − 1)F(n−1)−(r+(k−1)+1)[r ]+ Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fn−k[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(r+(k−1)+2)[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] ,
and the result holds. 
Note that from the property given by Theorem 5 we can build the table for the general case r , recursively according
to the above terms on the diagonal, that is why we named this property as the property by diagonals. This property
is equivalent to the definition because the distance between a term and its previous consecutive is invariant over the
diagonal.
Now we will detail other properties that this sequences have. Return to the case r = 3 (see Table 1).
Observe that for all k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and for all n ≥ 4, Fkn[3] = Fkn−1[3] + Fkn−4[3] . For example, for k = 2 and n = 11
we have F211[3] = 40 = 29+ 11 = F210[3] + F27[3] .
In other words, we have that:
Fkn[3] =

1 if n ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
n + 1 if n ∈ {k + 1, . . . , 4}.
Fkn−1[3] + Fkn−4[3] if n ≥ 5.
In fact, for r ∈ Z+ and k ∈ {1, . . . , r} we have the following theorem:
Theorem 6. Fkn[r ] = Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ] for all n ≥ r + k + 2.
Proof. We will proceed by considering several cases:
Case 1. If n = r + k + 2, then n − 1 = r + k + 1 and n − (r + 1) = k + 1.
Then,
Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ] = Fkr+k+1[r ] + Fkk+1[r ]
= (r + k + 2)+ (k + 2)
= r + 2k + 4.
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On the other hand, Fkn[r ] = Fn−k[r ]+k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] as n = r+k+2, so that n−k = r+2 and n−(r+k+1) = 1,
then
Fkn[r ] = Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fr+2[r ] + k F1[r ]
= (Fr+1[r ] + F1[r ])+ k F1[r ]
= (r + 2)+ 2+ k(2)
= r + 2k + 4.
Therefore Fkn[r ] = Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ] for n = r + k + 2.
Case 2. If r + k + 3 ≤ n ≤ 2r + k + 2, then
r + k + 2 ≤ n − 1 ≤ 2r + k + 1 and k + 2 ≤ n − (r + 1) ≤ r + k + 1,
Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ] = F(n−1)−k[r ] + k(F(n−1)−(r+k+1)[r ])+ (n − r).
Moreover, since r + k + 3 ≤ n ≤ 2r + k + 2, then
2 ≤ n − (r + k + 1) ≤ r + 1 y 1 ≤ (n − 1)− (r + k + 1) ≤ r .
Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] = n − (r + k), then n − r = Fn−(r+k+1)+k[r ] + k and F(n−1)−(r+k+1) = n − (r + k + 1),
therefore
F(n−1)−k[r ] + k F(n−1)−(r+k+1)[r ] + (n − r)
= F(n−1)−k[r ] + k(n − (r + k + 1))+ Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] + k
= F(n−k)−1[r ] + F(n−k)−(r+1)+ k(n − (r + k + 1))+ k
= Fn−k[r ] + k(n − (r + k))
= Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fkn[r ] .
We conclude, the theorem is true for all r + k + 3 ≤ n ≤ 2r + k + 2.
Case 3. If n ≥ 2r + k + 3, we have
n − 1 ≥ 2r + k + 2 > r + k + 2 and n − (r + 1) ≥ r + k + 2, then
Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ]
= F(n−1)−k[r ] + k F(n−1)−(r+k+1)[r ]+ Fn−(r+1)−k[r ] + k F(n−(r+1))−(r+k+1)[r ]
= F(n−k)−1[r ] + F(n−k)−(r+1)[r ]+ k Fn−(r+k+1)−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)−(r+1)[r ] .
Since n ≥ 2r + k + 3, then n − k ≥ 2r + 3 > r + 2 and n − (r + k + 1) ≥ r + 2, so that:
F(n−k)−1[r ] + F(n−k)−(r+1)[r ]
+ k Fn−(r+k+1)−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)−(r+1)[r ]
= Fn−k[r ] + k Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fkn[r ] .
Therefore, Fkn[r ] = Fkn−1[r ] + Fkn−(r+1)[r ] , if n ≥ 2r + k + 3. 
So, this property allows us to determine the terms of the sequences Fkn[r ] in the row k, independently of other
sequences, so we refer to this property as the property by rows.
We have another property which we call the property by columns because we got to analyze the behavior between
the terms of the sequences in a fixed column; its general form is as follows.
Theorem 7. Let r ∈ Z+, and 1 ≤ k ≤ r , then
Fkn[r ] =

Fk−1n[r ] − k if n ∈ {r + k + 2, . . . , 2r + k + 1}.
Fk−1n[r ] − k Fn(2r+k+1)[r ] if n ≥ 2r + k + 2.
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Proof. We will consider several cases:
Case 1. If r + k + 2 ≤ n ≤ 2r + k + 1, then 1 ≤ n − (r + k + 1) ≤ r .
So that Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] and Fk−1n[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] .
Fk−1n[r ] − Fkn[r ] =





Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]

= Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
since k + 1 ≤ n − (r + 1) ≤ r + k, then
(k − 1)+ 2 ≤ n − (r + 1) ≤ r + (k − 1)+ 1 and 1 ≤ n − (r + k + 1) ≤ r
Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] = n − r and Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] = n − (r + k).
Fk−1n[r ] − Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= (n − r)− (n − (r + k))
= k.
Therefore Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n[r ] − k.
Case 2. If n ≥ 2r + k + 2, then
Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] and Fk−1n[r ] = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] .
Fk−1n[r ] − Fkn[r ] =





Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]

= Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] ,
because n ≥ 2r + k + 2, then n − (r + 1) ≥ r + k + 1 = r + (k − 1)+ 2.
Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] = Fn−(r+1)−(k−1)[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(r+1)−(r+(k−1)+1)[r ] , then
Fk−1n−(r+1)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] =

Fn−(r+1)−(k−1)[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ]
− Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]
= Fn−(r+k)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] .
As n ≥ 2r + k + 2, then n − (r − k) ≥ r + 2, therefore
Fn−(r+k)[r ] = F(n−(r+k))−1[r ] + F(n−(r+k))−(r+1)[r ]
= Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] + Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] ,
so that Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] = Fn−(r+k)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] , then
Fn−(r+k)[r ] − Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ]
= Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] + (k − 1)Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ]
= k Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] .
Then Fk−1n[r ] − Fkn[r ] = k Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] ,
therefore Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n[r ] − k Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] for all n ≥ 2r + k + 2. 
This property is less intuitive than the previous. Consider a term Fkn[r ] and compare it with the term F
k−1
n[r ] for
n ≥ r + k + 2 and note that for values from n to r + k + 2 and 2r + k + 1 the distance is k, while for n ≥ 2r + k + 2
the distance between Fkn[r ] and F
k−1
n[r ] is a multiple of Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] . The reason for this behavior will become clearer
when performing the proof, as this property is the result of the above properties together. Some examples with r = 3:
If n = 8,
F8[3] − F18[3] = 19− 18 = 1
F18[3] − F28[3] = 18− 16 = 2
F28[3] − F38[3] = 16− 13 = 3
in this case n is a number between r + k + 2 and 2r + k + 1 for all k = 1, 2, 3.
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If n = 12,
F12[3] − F112[3] = 69− 64 = 5 = F4[3]
F112[3] − F212[3] = 64− 56 = 8 = 2F3[3]
F212[3] − F312[3] = 56− 47 = 9 = 3F2[3]
in this case n ≥ 2r + k + 2 for all k = 1, 2, 3.
Then, if we know the distance between Fkn[r ] and F
k−1
n[r ] , it is possible to determine the distance between Fn[r ] and
Fkn[r ] for all n ≥ r + k + 2, as a result the property by rows, just add the distances between F in[r ] and F i−1n[r ] for all
i = 1, . . . , k, thus we have the following corollary.
Theorem 8.








for all n ≥ 2r + k + 2.
Proof. By induction on k.
If k = 1, then F1n[r ] = F0n[r ] − Fn−(2r+2)[r ] , n ≥ 2r + 2.
Suppose that the theorem is true for all l, 1 ≤ l < k.
Let n ≥ 2r + k + 2, then Fkn[r ] = Fk−1n[r ] − k Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ] , by the inductive hypothesis
















− k Fn−(2r+k+1)[r ]









Sequences defined above, determine the Fibonacci numbers of the following families of graphs.
Definition 7. Let r ∈ Z+, r ≥ 2. V (Pn[r ]) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E(Pn[r ]) = {vivi+ j : {i + j} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}; j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , r}}.
Definition 8. Pkn[r ] is the graph of order n defined recursively as follows: with vertex set V (Pn[r ])
k = {v1, . . . , vn}
and edge set E(Pkn[r ]) = E(Pk−1n[r ] ) ∪ {viv j : |i − j | = n − l − 1; l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}}, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Where
Pk−1n[r ] = Pn[r ] if k = 1.
Observe that if k = r , then Prn[r ] = Cn[r ] . Finally, we prove that the Fibonacci numbers of this families of graphs
Pn[r ] and P
k
n[r ] are precisely the nth term in the Fi[r ] and F
k
i[r ] sequence, respectively.
Theorem 9. F (Pn[r ]) = Fn[r ] , n ∈ Z+.
Proof. By induction on n.
If 1 ≤ n ≤ r + 1, then Pn[r ] = Kn andF (Kn) = n + 1 = Fn[r ] .
Suppose that the theorem is true for all r + 1 ≤ l < n.
Let Pn[r ] with n ≥ r + 2, and consider vn the final vertex of Pn , by Lemma 1:
F (Pn[r ]) = F (Pn[r ] − vn)+F (G − [N (v) ∪ {v}]).
Since N (vn) = {vn−1, vn−2, . . . , vn−r }, then Pn[r ] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}] = Pn−(r+1)[r ] and Pn[r ] − vn = Pn−1[r ] .
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By hypothesis induction:
F (Pn−1[r ]) = Fn−1[r ] and F (Pn−(r+1)[r ]) = Fn−(r+1)[r ] ,
as n ≥ r + 2, by Definition 6 of Fn[r ] we have:
F (Pn[r ]) = Fn−1[r ] + Fn−(r+1)[r ] = Fn[r ] = Fn[r ] . 
Theorem 10. Let Pkn[r ] with 1 ≤ k ≤ r , then
F (Pkn[r ]) = Fkn[r ] , if n ≥ k + 1.
Proof. By induction on k:
If k = 1, by induction on n.
P1n[r ] = Kn for all 2 ≤ n ≤ r + 2 andF (Kn) = n + 1 = F1n[r ] .
Suppose that the result holds for r + 2 ≤ l < n.
Let P1n[r ] with n ≥ r + 3 and vn the final vertex of Pn , then by Lemma 1
F (P1n[r ]) = F (P1n[r ] − vn)+F (P1n[r ] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}]).
Since N (vn) = {vn−1, vn−2, . . . , vn−r , v1}, then P1n[r ] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}] is isomorphic to Pn−(r+2)[r ] and P1n[r ] − vn =
Pn−1[r ] .
Remember that Pk−1n[r ] = Pn[r ] if k = 1; then, by Theorem 10 we have:
F (Pn−1[r ]) = Fn−1[r ] and F (Pn−(r+1)[r ]) = Fn−(r+1)[r ] ,
since n ≥ r + 3, by Definition 6 of F1n[r ] we can conclude:
F (P1n[r ]) = F0n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+2)[r ] = F1n[r ] .
Now, suppose that for all 1 ≤ k′ < k and for all n ≥ k′ + 1,F (Pk′n[r ]) = Fk
′
n[r ] .
We will proceed by induction on n.
Let Pkn[r ] , with n ≥ k + 1.
If k + 1 ≤ n ≤ r + k + 1, then Pkn[r ] = Kn andF (Kn) = n + 1 = Fkn[r ] .
Suppose that theorem is true for all r + k + 1 < l < n.
Let Pkn[r ] with n ≥ r + k + 2 and let vn the final vertex of Pn , then by Lemma 1
F (Pkn[r ]) = F (Pkn[r ] − vn)+F (Pkn[r ] − [N (vn) ∪ {vn}]).
Observe that N (v) = {v1, . . . , vk, vn−r , . . . , vn−1}, so Pkn[r ] − [N (v) ∪ {vn}] is isomorphic to Pn−(r+k+1) and
Pkn[r ] − vn = Pk−1n−1[r ] .
By hypothesis induction F (Pk−1n−1[r ]) = Fk−1n−1[r ] and by Theorem 10 F (Pn−(r+k+1)[r ] = Fn−(r+k+1)[r ]). Since
n ≥ r + k + 2, and by the property given by Theorem 5, we have
F (Pkn[r ]) = Fk−1n−1[r ] + Fn−(r+k+1)[r ] = Fkn[r ] .
Recall that Prn[r ] = Cn[r ] , then
F (Cn[r ]) = Frn[r ] .
Observe that Fn[r ] is well defined for all positive integer r , and in particular when r = 1, have precisely that
Pn[1] = Pn and P1n[1] = Cn . So, Fn[r ] and Frn[r ] generalize the Fibonacci and Lucas sequences. 
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